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Our Major Zine Collections
Dwayne Dixon
Sarah Dyer
Arielle Greenburg
Amy Mariaskin
Ailecia Ruscin
Sarah Wood
Your Name Here!

Whatcha got?

Cover illustration of reading girls courtesy of Cristy Road

Are you an instructor or a
student at Duke? You can use
zines in the classroom or as a
basis for your research & writing
assignments– ask us how!

Many of our zines collections are stored in
another location. Please let us know
you are coming (at least a few days in
advance) so we’ll make sure there are
plenty of zines here for you. (and so we
can roll out the red carpet!)

Long version:
The Rubenstein Library is
open to the public– all you
need is a photo ID!

 Bingham Center • Box 90185
Durham, NC 27708-0185

919-660-5967 

 special-collections@duke.edu

Questions about using zines at Duke,
donating zines, etc? Contact Us!

???????????

Need a copy of a specific zine?
We can do that for you!

Need help traveling to Duke?
If you have a specific project in mind,
apply for a Mary Lily travel grant!
http://bit.ly/marylily
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P.S. Use these instructions to make your own zine!

Here’s the tricky part!
Flatten back out, then fold in half
lengthwise. Open out the middle
section, then fold the pages
around to form a booklet..
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Fold in half and cut
from fold to 1st crease.

Fold paper into eighths
and flatten back out.
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How to fold your mini-zine!

http://bit.ly/BCzines

Try zines—
you might like them!

Bingham Center
Zine Collections
      

ne?
What’s a zi

The Bingham Center began collecting
zines in 2000 with Sarah Dyer’s donation
of 1000+ zines she had accumulated as
editor of Action Girl Newsletter
(a review zine).

What began as a way to document the
voices and activism of women & girls in
the 1990s, during the heyday of riot grrrl,
has evolved quite a bit over the past
decade to become more diverse, transinclusive, and even include a few men
here and there.

Plus our Miscellaneous Collection!

It’s Miscellaneous-tastic!

http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/
findingdb/zines/collections/

Short version: Yes, of course!
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personal stories

poetry

Zine: /zēn/ Short for fanzine. A homemade
publication, usually reproduced on a photocopier,
with limited circulation and often about a
specialized or unconventional topic

comics

whatever
you want!

Our collection continues to grow
through donations and purchases from
zine distro’s. Particular strengths include
women’s health, sexuality, personal writings, music, comics, and, of course...

Can I come use your zines?

music

DIY
reviews
collage
recipes

rants

interviews

Feminism!

